VIRAL NEWS,
ONE YEAR ON
UNDERSTANDING THE KEY MEDIA
TRENDS ACCELERATED BY COVID-19.
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INTRODUCTION
As we near the first anniversary of the UK entering lockdown, it is an
understatement to say Covid-19 has utterly transformed the country. And
the media has not escaped. Although it was already changing before the
pandemic, Covid-19 has turbocharged that process. We have witnessed
more change in the last 12 months than in the previous five years.

There is a media backlash against overt
branding in the context of a global pandemic.

THE BAD NEWS
If not decimated, journalistic resources have taken a serious hit. Redundancies, reduced
pagination and swingeing cuts to advertising have changed the landscape. Newsrooms
are hollowed out, operating at staff levels of 30-40% compared to this time last year.
Those who have kept their jobs are busier than ever. Some are tasked with writing as
many as seven stories a day – not so much journalism as churnalism. Time is precious
and fuses are short.

The big brand news squeeze

The financial consequences of Covid-19 mean fewer journalists,
fewer pages and fewer resources at a time of more hard news.
The result: brands are being squeezed out of the conversation.

Richard Price
Editorial Director

27%

THE GOOD NEWS
Trust in the mainstream media has begun to return, partly because people want to know
the truth in an era of fake news. Younger audiences are seeking out the news through
social media and innovative digital platforms. Good stories which speak human truth are
in high demand.

Volume of “hard news”
coverage in 2020

19%

THE BOTTOM LINE
Editorial has a unique power – one which no other channel can replicate. Journalists
want authentic human stories as much as ever. As a creative agency born from PR, we
have the relationships and know-how to bring that to life.

Volume of brand-led
coverage in 2020

THE KEY POINTS
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The big brand
news squeeze

Limited resources and an overwhelming amount of
hard news mean brand-led activity is being pushed
out of editorial. So brands need to tell a true,
human-led story.

We’re all
looking to
earn our
audiences’
attention.

As readership patterns change, media are looking
to attract new readers. Brands that help media help
their readers add value to everyone.

Editorial and
social: it’s
complicated.

Editorial and social are ever more intertwined.
Increase campaign effectiveness with crosspollination: social assets that lead people to
editorial and editorial assets that drive social
conversation.

The regular
rhythm of the
news cycle is
no more.

The press embargo and ensuing news spike has
less of a place. Adopt a fluid, newsroom mentality:
follow the ebb and flow of conversation and the
media’s requirements.

But we’re
searching for
a sense of
community.

Activity that cuts through is frequently rooted in the
communal. Explore shared moments and emotions,
treat audiences as communities of interest, and be a
champion of communities that need one.

Source: Newswhip, articles published in 2020, categorised by hard
news and brand-led content

ACTION

Offer something of value: different,
relevant, that readers and media can’t
get anywhere else. And, above all, tell
a story.

Our analysis reveals that campaigns with the best editorial cutthrough consist of stories in the true sense: rooted in a human
interest, with a sense of narrative, of tension and resolution.
Put the audience first in the narrative. Not, “Brand does X to Y,”
but, “Audience X is getting Y because of tension Z, through the
actions of this Brand.”
Ensure an honest, credible rationale to what you’re doing. Bear
in mind one broadsheet editor’s rule of thumb when assessing the
potential of a story: “When someone’s telling me the story in one
sentence, what comes after the word ‘because’?” If that isn’t truly
authentic, it won’t make the cut.
And remember: It’s called earned media for a reason. You have
to earn the right to join the conversation. And the bar to entry is
higher than ever.

Greenpeace’s use of emotive storytelling with Aardman Animations
to highlight habitat destruction was shared nine times more than the
average brand campaign in 2020. Marcus Rashford’s child food
poverty campaign has been engaged with far above the BBC’s
usual average.
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We’re all looking to earn our
audiences’ attention.

Give the media stories which will help them
build audience share
In an era of shifting readership, editorial media is actively looking
to attract and retain audiences. Brands can create the content to
help with this.

ACTION

Help your brand by helping media
help their readers.

News media are overwhelmingly read by
people grazing on their phones - so stories
need to stand out.

The principles for supporting publishers’ SEO
are in line with the principles for creating good
editorial - be timely, relevant, interesting, and
add value.

50000

Search algorithms look at what’s trending in
the moment, and prioritise that content. So go
beyond “what’s the general trend?” and look
at the trend in the last 6-12 hours as a creative
jumping off point. This is inherently news-y, and
you can use that data to get ahead of the news
desk and give journalists an insight they don’t
already have.

37500

25000

Understand your audiences beyond demographics and media
consumption - their values, interests, aspirations, fears. Help with
what’s important to them, but by giving the tools to editorial. Look
fior a double value-add - to the end audience and the publisher.
From recipes for the best summer cocktails to pension calculators,
properly framed assets that help a brand’s audience will do the
same for publishers.
Offer assets that media with limited time and resources are unable
to find, but which their audience will value. Give them exclusive
access, expert insight on a live issue, imagery and video.
Thematically, take an SEO-style approach, but one that benefits
the publisher, not the brand. What are their audience’s keywords?
What kinds of content have worked for the title before? What
might work for them next, based on what else the audience is
reading on other platforms?

It used to be said that adverts were the most interesting
thing on TV. The creative ambition in PR should be to make
brand stories the most interesting thing in the media that
day, to everyone’s benefit.

12500
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Monthly reach of national news titles in the UK by platform.
Midweek and weekend titles combined. Source: Print PAMCo
data (April 2019-March 2020) fused with online Comscore data
(September 2020)

Audiences’ true priorities can be unexpected.
For example, Vice readers are more moneydriven but less price conscious than their FT
counterparts.
Answer Options

Explore the so-called “chunky middle” of
keywords - not the obvious terms that make up
a fifth of searches or the very niche terms that
make up the long tail, but the sweet spot of
less-obvious-but-still-relevant combinations that
make up the middle 10 per cent. An article isn’t
going to sit on top of a search for something like
“pensions” but it might do for “expat pensions
Brexit”. More specific keywords mean a
stronger editorial angle.
And where possible create something that
publishers can host themselves, that’s likely to
drive links to their site. For example, a story
about lockdown drinking might be strengthened
by an asset embedded in an article that lets
readers see how they compare to the national
average - there’s then an extra incentive for
readers and other publishers to share the link
to the article.

Rob Stone

Index

Digital Strategy and
Innovation Director

184.6
129.7
Money-driven

140.9
180.1

Price-conscious

117.2
98
0

92.5

185

Source: GlobalWebIndex, indexed attitudes and values of specified
publication readers
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Social activity doesn’t follow editorial – it is
now an integral part of the process
Social hasn’t killed editorial. But it is how audiences are
discovering editorial, whether as part of Twitter feeds or
screenshots shared on Instagram and WhatsApp. Which
means editorial is fuelling social as well as being fuelled by it.

Help editorial work with social, not
against it, by planning for crosspollination.

ACTION

THE SCIENCE OF
STORYTELLING

Editorial and social:
it’s complicated.

Given the challenges with real world reporting, media are
increasingly sourcing their news from what’s happening on
social. Start a campaign with activity in owned or earned social
channels, let it gain traction, and then guide editorial media
towards what’s unfolding.

Platforms used for news: Social out-punches
everything but TV, but isn’t used in isolation

You can never truly plan for social content to take off, but aim
for content that elicits an opinion or a emotion. Conversation
and reaction act as a measure of news value, and give editorial
something to contribute, too.
Create assets that will bring someone browsing on social to a
publisher. Content optimised for a title’s Instagram TV may be
more beneficial than long-form video to be hosted on their site
- drawing in new readers outweighing higher dwell time from
existing readers.
Managing the interplay of editorial and social is a route to
greater campaign effectiveness - increasing campaign length,
expanding the number of channels it spanned and generating
greater reach.
But don’t just expect media to report on your clever social
campaign - show the impact it’s having on their audience and
bring them something new to help move the story on.

Internet includes social media, websites and podcasts. Other websites / apps includes all online
sources other than social media, including podcasts. 24% of adults only use social media for news
and 20% only other websites / apps. Source: Ofcom News Consumption Survey 2020.

Television

75

Any Internet*

65

Social Media

45

Other Websites / Apps

41
42

Radio
Newspapers (printed)

35

WOM

32

Magazines

9

Podcasts

6
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Articles published per hour

GameStop: How the public and media interest changed over time
Social media interactions on articles per hour

%

At 3 Monkeys Zeno, we use a suite of analytics tools to root any
and all insights in actionable data. Everything from audience
profiling – knowing what makes a demographic tick, their values
and where they get their information – to understanding how
news travels through quality engagements. Not simply accepting
a story once it lands, but knowing who shares it once it does and
how long it remains front of mind. GlobalWebIndex, Newswhip
and Brandwatch are a selection of the platforms used in this
report and those that help us develop impactful content at the right
time for the right target.

The GameStop case is
an extreme example
of social generating
editorial, which then
drives further social...
which then drives
further editorial. The
social conversation
continues even after the
editorial agenda has
moved on.

Editorial
Articles

Social media
interactions
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Stories live longer and burn slower
The constantly-breaking developments of Covid-19, combined
with more people working from home, have accelerated
changes in the news cycle. The neatly-lifted press embargo and
accompanying news spike has been replaced by something less
linear and with more of a long tail.

ACTION

5

The regular rhythm of the
news cycle is no more.

Embrace a more fluid, newsroomstyle approach to comms.

Work with the ebb and flow of wider cultural conversations and
the needs of media, rather than internal priorities or a big-brand
broadcast model.

Finally, remember that for many titles being second is being first
last. In the search for readers, many aim to be that trusted, first port
of call when people see a story break on social and then search
for background or further context. But this relies on them being
quick out of the blocks. Equipping editorial media with expert
comment on a live issue can therefore be beneficial to brand and
media alike - but be fast.

Announcement versus conversation-starter: The
traditional news burst of Uber’s support for the UK’s
vaccination effort was effectively over within 12 hours.
Yet the lifespan of Wired’s story about AI and history
was lengthened to over a month, after being shared by
influencers and industry voices.

No story is an island: think about how your
brand exists in the wider societal context
Where stories are cutting through in the Covid-19 world, they
are rooted in what makes us human: emotions and a sense of
communality.
The most widely-engaged cultural content from 2020 - defined
as those stories that tap into the current agenda, that go
beyond just news or a brand mention - was Metro’s profile of a
waterproof headscarf to encourage more black people to go
swimming.

ACTION

With the lack of space for brand news, stories without a truly
timely news hook may be shelved until the time is right for the
media to write them. As a result, campaign timings are now like a
ripening avocado - no movement for days … and then everything
happens at once. Expect a journalist to sit on story – but then
need assets immediately.

We’re searching for a
sense of community.

Use the power of communal emotions,
or emotions born from communal
experiences, to strike a chord.

22x
500k

Average
number of
shares
Social
interactions

Source: Newswhip, social interactions on specified
article versus historic performance of publication

Our analysis shows that in a world of change, social distancing,
travel restrictions and many people working from home including almost all journalists - the communal has a particular
power.
This doesn’t need to be explicit “community” focused campaigns,
but can involve looking for communities of interest. That is, after
all, what defines the readership of a news or lifestyle title.

So make it easy for media: think like a newswire. Aim to write a
news story, not a “press notice”, have all the assets to hand, and
don’t assume there will be time for follow-up interviews.

Help media who are increasingly tapping into this attitude, who
implicitly or explicitly approach their readers as a like-minded
community. This can be seen in the way headlines - particularly
in consumer titles - have moved from the Stentorian tone of Fleet
Street to something far more conversational and peer to peer. Talk
in the same tone and treat audiences as equals. And champion
communities of interest that need a champion.

If there is no single moment of relevance to hook a campaign
to, look to avoid one-shot, now-or-never bursts of activity in
favour of longer-term campaigns with multiple media. Or take
a more always-on creative approach, boosting when things
gain traction. And assume that a story could go live at any point
during the day.
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Whether the nostalgia of the Coca-Cola truck or endless Bernie
Sanders memes, communications built around a shared body
of knowledge or experience, that let users take part themselves,
create an important sense of shared experience.
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Source: Newswhip, articles benchmarked by social shares over time
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DIRECT FROM THE
NEWSROOM

KEY CALENDAR DATES

Just some of the moments we can expect to drive the hard news agenda this year.

Don’t just take our word for it. Contacts from across the media have been sharing their
thoughts and experiences with us.

PICK YOUR MOMENT

DROP THE EMBARGO

“I can’t see things going back to anything like normal for the
media this side of October – and even then it won’t look the same
as before. We still do forward planning but news is moving so fast
we have to throw a lot out. Timeliness matters.” BBC

“Unless there’s a good legal reason for doing it, putting an
embargo on a story actively increases the chance that it won’t
be picked up. If the story is good enough it will run at some
point. Creating an artificial deadline does nothing to increase the
chances of us running it.” Daily Mail

CHAMPION YOUR AUDIENCE
“We’re trying to do more, and offer support to our readership
under stressful conditions. We’ve tried to be less reactive, more
proactive, doing more campaigning, investigating industry stories
and going more in-depth with features, and having a more
opinionated voice.” Asian Trader

DRAW IN READERS

DIAL DOWN THE BRAND

“I’m writing a lot more each day, and it’s usually influenced by
SEO to some degree. Some of that will be based on topics or
formats that have performed well with readers over the last six
months or at the same time last year. New stories, especially from
unknown brands, need to be distilled into a compelling headline
– what’s the USP, twist or bit of context that’s going to make
someone click?” National shopping editor

“News is about people, not brands. A story has to resonate with
our readers on a personal level or they will look elsewhere for
their information.” Sunday Times

EXPERTISE COUNTS

KEEP ACROSS NEW CONVERSATIONS
“We shifted to having multiple news conferences each day, just
to keep up with conversations as they played out on social, and
to make sure we were reacting to what was important while it
was relevant. It became more of a dialogue with readers. There
are some topics we’ve covered since the start of Covid – like
fertility or personal finance – that we never would have touched
previously. But as our readers’ priorities have changed, so have
ours.” Women’s consumer writer.
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23 MARCH

First anniversary of the UK entering lockdown

29 MARCH

Step one of the government’s Covid-19 response:
Meetings of up to six people in parks & gardens permitted

12 APRIL

21 JUNE

Potential end to most Covid-19 restrictions - 455 days
after they first began

23 JULY - 8 AUGUST
Olympics, Tokyo

Step two of the government’s Covid-19 response,including
outdoor hospitality re-opening (tbc). International travel
roadmap to be published

24 AUG - 5 SEPTEMBER

17 MAY

5 SEPTEMBER

Step three of the government’s Covid19 response,
including indoor hospitality, sports stadia re-opening, plus
major relaxation in outdoor mixing social distancing (tbc)

“Our readers want to hear from experts, now more than ever.
We will always give a platform to individuals and organisations
who can offer a new perspective or enlighten the public about the
difficult issues of the day.” Financial Times

25-28 MAY

“The pandemic writes most of the bad news for us and will do for
the foreseeable future. What we can’t get enough of is good news
to counterbalance that: upbeat human interest stories which bring
hope and optimism.” ITN

7 JUNE

First anniversary of the death of George Floyd

First anniversary of Edward Colston’s statue being pushed
into Bristol harbour

Paralympics, Tokyo

Hong Kong elections

30 OCTOBER
G20 Summit, Rome

1-12 NOVEMBER

TUN Climate Change conference (COP26), Glasgow

11 JUN - 11 JULY

UEFA Euro 2020 - planned to be played in 12 cities
across Europe, from London to Bilbao to Baku
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CASE STUDY: THE
“RETURN” OF
WOOLWORTHS
One of the defining stories of the pandemic was the surprising news of the
return of Woolworths to the British high street.
Tweets from Woolworths appeared in late October 2020 announcing that
“Britain’s most loved … and missed” retailer was back to save the year. The
news was enthusiastically embraced by the public, sharing nostalgic images of
Pic’N’Mix and childhood memories of buying Bananarama singles on cassette.
The story was taken up by media who rushed out articles in response. Some
reported that tweets claiming to be from Woolworths had apparently made
an announcement; others did away with the caveats. Some reported that the
public was going wild for Woolies’ return; others, particularly regional titles,
took the opportunity for their own walk down memory lane, with photos of
their local store and calls for readers to share their accounts of shopping there.
Others still looked to take advantage of the interest in searches around the
topic, filing helpful features like What year did Woolworths go bust? (consulted
in writing this piece).
Speed and attention was of the essence - in some cases ahead of fact-checking
or speaking to the relevant parties. Because the story soon began to fall apart.
First, the Woolworths website seemed to be down, on launch day. Then
more observant users noted that, as a major retailer making a high-profile
announcement, they might have shown a firmer grasp of grammar. Or have
posted the statement using something other than an iPhone. Or, indeed,
included the correct spelling of their own brand name.
By now, some journalists had managed to reach the owners of the defunct
Woolworths brand in the UK, Very Group. They confirmed that they had no
part in the announcement and that, therefore, the news was nonsense. Quickly
the @UKWoolworths account was suspended and a student found to be
behind the tweets.
There was then a second rush of articles, unveiling the hoax and, in some cases,
pouring scorn on those titles who’d been caught out. Many of the initial pieces
were simply updated with a new headline and a clarifying paragraph at the
end.
And so, within a day, the story was over. But the story behind the story is one of
the nature of culture, conversation and the media today.
It was borne from a potent emotion, in this case nostalgia. It spoke to a
broader, timely context, a note of hope for a high street ravaged by Covid-19
closures. It was accelerated by social media. Clearly of importance to a lot of
people, there was a rush to report. Media looked to bring it to their readers’
attention or gain the attention of those seeking to understand it. And although
we may often be suspicious of nostalgia (Woolworths was, after all, a strange
retail model even when its stores closed a decade ago), this was fundamentally
a story that spoke to many people’s shared experiences and, ultimately,
identities.
It was, in short, the perfect Pic’N’Mix of a story in the era of Covid-19. Viral
news in every way.
12 |
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If you would like to be talked through the insights, have any questions, or want to hear more
about how we can help you navigate the changing media landscape, please get in touch.
Richard Price, Editorial Director
Richard.Price@3MonkeysZeno.com
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